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The President of the University
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Conferring of Degrees
Bachelors of Arts, presented by Dean Berry
Bachelors of Engineering, presented by Professor Kouwenhoven
Bachelors of Science in Economics, presented by Professor Weyforth
Bachelors of Science, presented by Professor Bamberger
Doctors of Education, presented by Professor Bamberger
Masters of Engineering, presented by Dean Whitehead
Doctors of Engineering, presented by Dean Whitehead
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Masters of Science in Hygiene, presented by Dean Heed
Doctors of Science in Hygiene, presented by Dean Eeed
Doctors of Public Health, presented by Dean Eeed
Doctors of Medicine, presented by Dean Chesney
Masters of Arts, presented by Professor Hollander
Doctors of Philosophy, presented by Professor Hollander
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" The Intellectual Heritage "
Lord Stamp, G. C. B., G. B. E.
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" Semper Fidelis March " John Philip Sousa
The audience is requested to remain standing after the benediction until the
faculty has left the hall
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
BACHELORS OF ARTS
Elijah Adams, of New York
William Alstrom Ahroon, of Maryland
James Maltbie Alexander, of Maryland
Lester Bernard Anderman, of New York
Bauttsta Ballina Laguna, of Cuba
John Edward Bauernschmidt, of Maryland
Sina Baum, of New Jersey
Maurice Bender, of New Jersey
Arthur Isaac Benesch, of Maryland
Paul Weyland Bartlett Berge, of Maryland
Grant Lienhardt Boland, of Pennsylvania
Enrique de Jesus Bravo Fernandez, of Cuba
Philip Briscoe, of Maryland
Charles Hammond Brown, of Maryland
Henry Trueheart Brown, of Texas
Morton Samuel Bryer, of New York
Russell Gorman Burghardt, of Massachusetts
Walter Douglas Buttner, of Maryland
John Dai/ton Carper, of Maryland
Joseph Chibnik, of New York
William Bellamy Chiswell, of California
Amos Cobert, of New York
Leroy G. Cooper, of Pennsylvania
Charles Dietz, Jr., of Pennsylvania
Robert Lynn Dowell, of Maryland
Eric Drew, of New York
Page Edmunds II, of Maryland
Thomas Elmer Ellis, Jr., of Pennsylvania
William Charles Erlanger, of Maryland
Merton Sykes Fales, Jr., of Maryland
Aaron Herman Fink, of New Jersey
Stanley Morton Finkel, of Maryland
Nathaniel Finkelstein, of New Jersey
William Webster Finney II, of Maryland
Stanley Forray, of New York
John Brockenbrough Fox, of Maryland
Boyd Gallatin Frey, of Maryland
Sheldon Fuchs, of New York
Vincent Louis Giacinto, of New Jersey
Daniel Saul Gidinsky, of New York
Robert Martin Goldman, of Maryland
Jewett Goldsmith, of Maryland
Louis Frederick Goldstein, of New Jersey
Joseph Magnus Goodman, of New Jersey
Herschel Ogden Halbert, Jr., of Maryland
Merel Hilber Harmel, of New York
Austin Norman Heller, of New Jersey
Charles Lewis Hobbs, Jr., of Maryland
Irvin Hochman, of Maryland
Robert Lee Hodgson, of Maryland
John Albert Hunter, of Ohio
Stanley Ira Isaacson, of New York
Max Iskowitz, of Pennsylvania
Harold Jacobs, of New York
Hugh Hulme Johnston, of Maryland
Theodore Francis Jones, of Maryland
Arthur Katz, of New York
William Branson Kempton, of Maryland
Charles Kerman, of Maryland
Stanley Robert Kramer, of Maryland
Martin Leonard Krieger, of Pennsylvania
Arthur David Lachman, of New York
Merlin Barron Lass, of New York
Maurice Lester Lazarus, of New York
Irving Merrill Lepstein, of Wisconsin
Robert Davidson Levine, of Maryland
Victor Vincent Litwin, of New York
Howard Huntley Lloyd, Jr., of Maryland
Carville Veirs Mace, Jr., of Maryland
Jack Malpas, of Maryland
William John Matheson, of Florida
James Nathaniel McCosh, Jr., of Maryland
John Gilbert McDonough, of Maryland
John Judge Mehling, of Maryland
Donald Barker Miller, of Maryland
Otis Barry Miller, of New York
George Washington Mitchell, Jr., of Maryland
Robert Abram Moses, of Maryland
Brian Francis Murphy, of Maryland
Gerard Irving Naron, of Maryland
Thomas Henry O'Connor, of Maryland
Richard Pasternak, of Maryland
Charles Wilbur Peters, of Maryland
Otto Charles Phillips, of Maryland
John Edward Raine, Jr., of Maryland
Carl Rasin, of New Jersey
Robert Balentine Reed, of Maryland
Seymour Romanopsky, of New York
Benjamin Root, of New Jersey
Lester A. Rosenthal, of New Jersey
John David Rosin, of Maryland
Sanford Jay Rothstein, of New York
John Reitz Royster, of Indiana
Leonard Rubinger, of New York
Monroe Uris Sarezky, of New York
Milton Herman Franklin Saul, of Maryland
Alvin H. Savage, of Maryland
Morton Edward Schapiro, of Maryland
Edgar Roderick Shipley, of Maryland
Maurice Isaac Shub, of Maryland
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Jay LeRot Silberman, of New York
Kenneth Silver, of New York
Martin Simensky, of New York
William L. Snyder, of Maryland
Harold Kenneth Sohl, of Maryland
Nathaniel Soiper, of Pennsylvania
Henry Sonneborn, III, of Maryland
John Sutehall Stevens, of Connecticut
Edward Lawrence Suarez-Murias y Vendel, of Cuba
Charles Dana Swartz, of Maryland
Lewis Allan Swyer, of New York
Demetrius George Traggis, of Connecticut
Leopold Stanley Tuchman, of New York
Anthony Francis Vitiello, of Delaware
Milton Jacob Weber, Jr., of Maryland
Robert Reid Wheeler, of Maryland
Gerald Willen, of France
Walter Edgar Windsor, Jr., of Maryland
Jacob Louis Yellin, of New York
Harold E. C. Zheutlin, of New Jersey














James Brupf Adams, Jr., of Maryland
William Greenville Amey, of Maryland
Ernest William Arlopp, of Maryland
John Hall Beeler, of Maryland
James Artie Bowersox, of Maryland
John Charles Burggrap, of Maryland
Robert Breckinridge Chapman, III, of Maryland
John William Chesley, Jr., of Maryland
Andrew Edward Cichelli, of Maryland
Edward Wellmore Clautice, of Maryland
James Thomas Clisham, Jr., of Maryland
Charles Claude Counselman, Jr., of Maryland
Donald Wye Curtis, of Maryland
Gordon Bernard Dickler, of Maryland
John Joseph Dinan, of Maryland
Samuel Charles Dudley, of Maryland
Francis Kern Faustman, of Maryland
David Hirsch Fax, of Maryland
Charles Mann Foard, of Maryland
James Aloysius Freeze, Jr., of Maryland
Frank Richard Gessner, Jr., of Maryland
Jack Leslie Gosnell, of Maryland
Paul Ralph Goudy, of Maryland
William Vernon Gough, Jr., of Maryland
Harlan Lucine Graham, Jr., of Maryland
Joseph Burnham Gray, of Maryland
Willard Hackerman, of Maryland
Benjamin Louis Harris, of Maryland
Martin Jerome Hartke, of Maryland
Joseph Hoffman, of the District of Columbia
Raymond LeRoy Hughes, Jr., of Maryland
Vernon Stevens Ivins, of Maryland
Wilfred Grenfell Keir, of Maryland
Joseph Abraham Lieberman, of Maryland
David Morton Lipnick, of Maryland
Coleman London, of Maryland
William Numsen Lucke, of Maryland
Charles Edwin McCormick, Jr., of Maryland
Douglas Paul Meigs, of Maryland
Claude Jones Merrill, of Maryland
Charles Thomas Mewshaw, of Maryland
John Joseph Pecora, of Maryland
John Earl Ponkow, of Maryland
Robert Luther Ratcliffe, Jr., of Maryland
Edward Waldemar Scheer, Jr., of Pennsylvania
Howard Edward Skinner, of Maryland
Wilmer Truitt Spicer, of Maryland
Robert Bernard Stegmaier, Jr., of Maryland
Saul Taragin, of Maryland
Francis John Taylor, Jr., of Maryland
Daniel Jeannot Weiner, of Maryland
Donald Lee Wooden, of Maryland
(52)
GRADUATING WITH HONOR
James Bruff Adams, Jr.
William Greenville Amey






BACHELORS OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS
George Edward Brown, Jr., of Maryland
Herbert Leon Cohen, of Maryland
Turner Albert Davies, of Ohio
David Charles Erck, of Maryland
William Erhard Eyring, of Maryland
John Jacob Ghingher, Jr., of Maryland
Norman Alan Hill, Jr., of Maryland
James Lawrence Hubbard, Jr., of Maryland
George Kahl, Jr., of Maryland
Howell Boucher Kaufman, of Maryland
Howard Linkoff, of New York
Melville Locker, of New York
Francis Leroy Peters, of Maryland
William Robinson Price, Jr., of Maryland
Bertram Royce Russell, of Maryland
John Woodrow Soule, of Maryland.
Wilmer William Wagner, Jr., of Maryland
(17)
BACHELORS OF SCIENCE
Selma Baer, of Maryland
Miriam Bennett, of Maryland
Charles Harban Best, of Maryland
Frances Pauline Blackford, of Maryland
Annilea Hartle Browne, of Maryland
Janet McCulloch Byers, of Maryland
Genevieve Aileen Carroll, of Maryland
Edna Robins Chayt, of Maryland
William Leonard Chilcote, of Maryland
Katherine Gladys Church, of Maryland
August Clemens, Jr., of Maryland
Leonore May Coard, of Maryland
Adolph David Cohn, of Maryland
Esther Schudt Darroch, of Maryland
Esther Mae Deitz, of Maryland
Leah Kathryn Dice, of Pennsylvania
Martin Wilford Dippold, of Maryland
Earl Martin Dixon, of Maryland
Helen Dryden, of Maryland
Marion Treibler Duley, of Maryland
Charles Albert Earp, Jr., of Maryland
Dorothy Eichhorn, of Maryland
Lily May Ernst, of Maryland
Olga Maria Ferrer, of Cuba
Mary Sue Fielding, of Maryland
Theodore James George, of Maryland
John George Goettee, of Maryland
Sarah Hartman, of Maryland
Robert Huette Hildreth, of Maryland
James Edward Hipp, of Maryland
Elsa von Hohenhoff, of Maryland
David Chauncey Holly, of Maryland
Helen Wells Hutchinson, of Maryland
Charlotte Ilmer, of Maryland
Hyman B. Kaminkow, of Maryland
Ruth Frances Kaufman, of West Virginia
Lillian Marie Keehner, of Maryland
J. Ward Kerrigan, of Maryland
Mary Elizabeth Kirtley, of Maryland
Edward K. Kreml, of Maryland
Regina Krieger, of Maryland
Charles Willis Larned, Jr., of Maryland
William James McFeely, Jr., of Maryland
Helen Marie McPherson, of Maryland
Helen Medcalf, of Maryland
Gordon Eric Medinger, of Maryland
William Muly, of Maryland
Vasilka M. Petroff, of Maryland
Emma Annette Poehlmann, of Maryland
Dorothy Hihn Rawlings, of Maryland
Eleanor Mae Roberts, of Maryland
Esther Rosenblum, of Maryland
Simeon Joseph Round, of Maryland
Sigmund Maurice Safier, of Maryland
Helen Catherine Schimpf, of Maryland
Kathryn Ruth Schnorrenberg, of Maryland
William Seeman, of Maryland
Claire Loper Shull, of Maryland
Gustavus Adolphus Sieverts, of Maryland
Florence Siskind, of Maryland
John Thornton Starr, of Maryland
George Steiner, of Maryland
Alexina Gertrude Stidham, of Maryland
Arthur William Tayman, of Maryland
Joseph Vogelhut, of Maryland
Della Viola Weber, of Maryland
Sherrell Ruddick Wilkes, of Ohio
Reba Allene Will, of the District of Columbia








WITH TITLES OF DISSERTATIONS
Howard A. Kinhart, of Maryland, A.B. St. John's College
1920; A.M. Columbia University 1926.
The effect of supervision on high school English.
William Rodgers Phipps, of Maryland, S.B. Johns Hop-
kins University 1932.
An experimental study in developing history reading
ability with sixth grade children through develop-
ment of history vocabulary.
Sister Mary Agnes Yeakel, of Maryland, A.B. St.
Joseph's College 1920.
The nineteenth century educational contribution of the




WITH TITLES OF ESSAYS
John Michael Coan, Jr., of Maryland, B.E. Johns Hop-
kins University 1935. Civil Engineering.
Model and theoretical analyses of a tubular pile bridge
pier.
Anton Karpuk, of Maryland, B.E. Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity 1936. Civil Engineering.
A simplified method of computing slab thickness for
tire capacity loads.
Charles Garrett Thatcher, of Pennsylvania, A.B. Swarth-
more College 1912; M.E. Cornell University 1916. Me-
chanical Engineering.




WITH TITLES OF DISSERTATIONS
Edwin Leroy Lotz, of Maryland, A.B. St. John's College
1931. Electrical Engineering.
The power factor of air capacitors.
Charles Alexander Robb, of Canada, B.Sc. in M.E. McGill
University 1909; S.M. in M.E. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology 1910. Mechanical Engineering.
Recompression phenomena in steam nozzles.
Charles Van Orden Terwilliger, of Maryland, B.E.
Union College 1916; M.S. in E.E. 1919; M.S. in E.E.
Harvard University 1922. Electrical Engineering.
Internal discharges in thin oil films.
(3)
RECIPIENTS OF CERTIFICATES IN PUBLIC HEALTH
Aristides Paz de Almeida, of Brazil, B.See Lett. Collegio
Pedro 11, 1924; M.D. University of Rio de Janeiro 1930.
Wendell Russell Ames, of New York, M.D. University of
Buffalo 1935.
Alfredo Arreaza-Guzman, of Venezuela, Ph.B. Liceo
Caracas 1926; M.D. University of Paris 1935.
Erb na Ba.ngxa.ng, of Siam, M.B. Chulalongkorn Univer-
sity 1934.
Ray Hoyt Biggs, of Mississippi, A.B. University of Ala-
bama 1928; M.D. Emory University 1933.
Thomas Henry Blake, of West Virginia, A.B. Marshall
College 1927 ; M.D. University of Louisville 1933.
John Joseph Bourke, of New York, A.B. Columbia Uni-
versity 1928; M.D. 1932.
Wilber Vinton Bradshaw, Jr., of Kentucky, M.D. Medical
College of Virginia 1934.
Alfred Louis Burgdorf, of Connecticut, S.B. University
of Chicago 1927; M.D. 1931.
Edwin Cameron, of West Virginia, M.D., CM. Dalhousie
University 1927.
George Francis Campana, of New York, A.B. St. Francis
Xavier College 1920; M.D. New York Medical College
1925.
Thomas Jerrell Carter, of Kansas, A.B. University of
Kansas 1924; M.D. Jefferson Medical College 1927.
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Demetrio Castillo, of Venezuela, Ph.B. Liceo Simon Boli-
var 1928; M.D. Central University of Venezuela 1935.
Chung-hsin Chang, of China, M.D. Naval Medical College
1930.
Wallace Maxwell Chapman, of Kentucky, A.B. Pacific
Union College 1921 ; M.D. College of Medical Evangelists
1925.
Frances Almeda Cline, of Wisconsin, S.B. University of
Illinois 1929; M.D. 1930.
Edward Boss Davies, of Maryland, M.D., CM. Dalhousie
University 1924.
Tilman Elson Dodd, of Texas, M.D. Baylor University
1937.
Harrison Eilers, of New Mexico, A.B. University of New
Mexico 1928; M.D. University of Kansas 1934.
J. W. Erwin, of Tennessee, S.B. Cumberland University
1925; M.D. University of Tennessee 1931.
Joaquin Fernandez-Melendez, of Cuba, B.Sc.e Lett. Insti-
tute Provincial Matanzas 1918; M.D. University of
Havana 1927.
German Figueroa, of Venezuela, M.D. Central University
of Venezuela 1935.
Lincoln de Freitas, Jr., of Brazil, B.Sc.e Lett. Collegio
Pedro 11, 1923; M.D. University of Rio de Janeiro 1929.
Tomas Matro Gan, of the Philippine Islands, A.A. Uni-
versity of the Philippines 1926; M.D. 1931.
Shocklet DeWitt Gardner, of Virginia, M.D. Medical
College of Virginia 1930.
Simon Joseph Gormley, of New York, S.B. St. Lawrence
University 1927; M.D. Albany Medical College 1932.
Ralph Gregg, of the District of Columbia, S.B. University
of Washington 1921; M.D. Harvard University 1925.
Allen Oliver Gruebbel, of Missouri, D.D.S. Kansas City
Western Dental College 1923.
Frederick Gunnar Gunlaugson, of Minnesota, S.B. Uni-
versity of Minnesota 1934; M.B. 1934; M.D. 1935
Robert Forest Hansen, of Iowa, M.D. State University of
Iowa 1934.
Alonzo Edward Hardison, of Tennessee, S.B. University
of Tennessee 1928; M.D. 1934.
Antonio Jose Hermoso, of Venezuela, Ph.B. Central Uni-
versity of Venezuela 1928; M.D. 1930.
Shih-Chu Hsu, of China, M.D. Cheeloo University 1933.
Roscoe Peacock Kandle, of New Mexico, M.D. Jefferson
Medical College 1934.
Joseph Horace Kinnaman, of Iowa, S.B. State University
of Iowa 1925; M.D. 1925.
Melvin Elwood Koons, of North Dakota, S.B. University
of Maryland 1930; S.M. Pennsylvania State College 1931.
Elizabeth Louise Langeluttig, of Maryland, A.B. Goucher
College 1929; M.D. Johns Hopkins University 1933.
Yu Jen Lee, of China, M.D. Cheeloo University 1929.
Lester George Levingson, of New York, A.B. University
of Pennsylvania 1929; M.B., Ch.B. University of Edin-
burgh 1933.
Walter Charles Levy, of New York, A.B. Syracuse Uni-
versity 1927; M.D. 1930.
Felipe Lopez-Sierra, of Venezuela, Ph.B. Liceo San Jose
1928; M.D. Central University of Venezuela 1934.
Bert Hagen Malone, of Georgia, M.B. Louisiana State
University 1935; M.D. 1936.
George Winfield Mast, of Mississippi, M.D. University of
Tennessee 1931.
Albert McCown, of Virginia, A.B. Washington and Lee
University 1910; M.D. Johns Hopkins University 1918.
Wilfrid Lorne Joslin McDonald, of New York, M.D.,
CM. Queen's University 1933.
Adan Ornelas-Hernandez, of Mexico, M.D. University of
Guadalajara 1931.
Jack Berry Porterfield, of Virginia, S.B. Virginia Mili-
tary Institute 1922; M.D. University of Virginia 1933.
Ernest Whitfield Prothro, of Texas, M.D. University of
Arkansas 1914.
James John Quinlivan, of New York, M.D. Georgetown
University 1934.
Carolina Ramsay Randolph, of New York, A.B. Agnes
Scott College 1918.
Lewis Corwin Robbins, of Indiana, S.B. Indiana Univer-
sity 1935; M.D. 1935.
Harold Robertson, of Canada, A.B. Dalhousie University
1923; M.D., CM. 1927.
Charles Linwood Savage, of Virginia, M.D. University of
Virginia 1929.
Oscar David Schwartz, of Michigan, A.B. University of
Michigan 1930; M.D. 1934.
Mack Irvin Shanholtz, of Virginia, S.B. University of
Virginia 1930; M.D. 1934.
Alex Barnes Shipley, of Tennessee, S.B. University of
Tennessee 1927; M.D. 1930.
William Melville Smith, of New York, M.D. University
of Buffalo 1924.
Antony Triolo, of South Dakota, A.B. University of South
Dakota 1923; M.D. Creighton University 1933.
Gerald John Van Heuvelen, of South Dakota, S.B.
Dakota Wesleyan University 1924; Sc.B. University of
South Dakota 1927; M.D. University of Chicago 1932.
John Marshall Walton, of Georgia, M.D. University of
Georgia 1926.
Myron Ezra Wegman, of Maryland, A.B. College of the
City of New York 1928; M.D. Yale University 1932.
Louis Stanley Welty, of Maryland, A.B. Amherst College
1927; M.D. Johns Hopkins University 1931.
John Samuel Wheeler, of New Hampshire, M.D. Boston
University 1930.
Huanwen Yu, of China, S.B. University of Shanghai 1930;
M.D. Peiping Union Medical College 1934.
(64)
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MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN HYGIENE
WITH TITLES OF ESSAYS
Ida Levin, of New York, A.B. Hunter College 1928. Bac-
teriology.
Effect of decapsulation by treatment with immune
serum on the biochemical activity of strains of bac-
terium aerogenes, Friedlander's bacillus type A, and
bacterium coli.
Elizabeth Parkhurst, of New York, A.B. Smith College
1925. Biostatistics.
The allocation of deaths in state custodial institutions
to place of residence.
Rebecca Snyder, of Maryland, A.B. Goucher College 1936.
Biochemistry.
Mineral metabolic studies on sodium-deficient rats.
(3)
DOCTORS OF SCIENCE IN HYGIENE
WITH TITLES OF DISSERTATIONS
John Scott Andrews, of the District of Columbia, S.B.
Purdue University 1927; S.M. 1929. Helminthology.
Studies on cooperia curticei, a nematode parasitic in
the small intestine of sheep.
Joshua Longstreth Baily, Jr., of California, A.B. Haver-
ford College 1912; A.M. 1913; Mus.B. University of
Pennsylvania 1915. Biology.
Longevity and fecundity in lymnaea columella say.
Edward Cuyler Hammond, of Maryland, S.B. Yale Uni-
versity 1935. Biology.
The effects of population density on group and in-
dividual characteristics with special reference to
drosophila melanogaster.
Carlton Martin Herman, of New York, S.B. University
of Michigan 1932; S.M. Syracuse University 1935. Pro-
tozoology.
Epidemiological studies on the blood-inhabiting pro-
tozoa of wild birds.
Redginal Irving Hewitt, of Pennsylvania, S.B. Allegheny
College 1932; S.M. Syracuse University 1936. Proto-
zoology.
Parasite responses to normal and modified young-cell
percentages in infections of plasmodium cathemerium.
James Walter Landsberg, of Maryland, Ph.G. University
of Maryland 1930; S.B. 1934. Helminthology.
The erythrocyte changes in hookworm disease in dogs.
Harold Jacob Stein, of Ohio, A.B. Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity 1935. Biochemistry.
The effect upon hematopoiesis of dietary variations
in the levels of calcium, phosphorus and iron.
Paul Eli Wilson, of New York, A.B. Cornell University
1934. Biochemistry.
The determination of nicotinic acid.
(8)
DOCTORS OF PUBLIC HEALTH
WITH TITLES OF ESSAYS
Arne Carl Vilhelm Barkhuus, of Denmark, B.A. Uni-
versity of Copenhagen 1926; M.B., Ch.B. 1933. Epi-
demiology.
Tuberculosis in the Eastern Health District. The
selection of households associated with deaths from
tuberculosis.
Erancis Elbert Council, of Texas, S.B. Texas Christian
University 1921; M.D. Vanderbilt University 1926. Im-
munology.
Problems in typhoid vaccination. A comparison of
active immunity produced by certain fractions ob-
tained from the typhoid bacillus with that produced
by the intact cell vaccine.
Dario Curiel, of Venezuela, Ph.B. Central University of
Venezuela 1928; M.D. 1930; C.P.H. Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity 1937. Biostatistics.
The decline in the death rate from pulmonary tuber-
culosis according to season and age, London, 1871
to 1931.
Robert Dyar, of New York, A.B. University of Minnesota
1931; S.B. 1934; M.D. 1935; C.P.H. Johns Hopkins
University 1937. Epidemiology.
Tuberculosis in the Eastern Health District. An ap-
praisal of administrative procedures based on a study
of recently discharged cases.
George Martin Leiby, of North Carolina, S.B. University
of North Carolina 1929; M.D. Vanderbilt University
1931; M.P.H. Harvard School of Public Health 1935.
Public Health Administration.
The prevalence of syphilis among parturient women in
the Eastern Health District during 1937.
Joao Avelar Maia de Loureiro, of Portugal, L.M. Lisbon
1928; M.D. 1935; C.P.H. Johns Hopkins University 1937.
Biochemistry.
A system for the chemical analysis of plant and animal
tissues.
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Venkatnarasiya Narasimha Moorthy, of India, B.Se.
Central College, Mysore University 1924; M.B.B.S. Ban-
galore Medical College 1929 ; D. P. H. All India Institute
of Hygiene and Public Health 1932; D.T.M. Calcutta
School of Tropical Medicine 1933; C.P.H. Johns Hop-
kins University 1937. Helminthology.
Epidemiological and life history studies of dracunculus
medinensis, in the Chitaldrug District, Mysore State,
India.
Mehmet Kadri Olcar, of Turkey, B.A. International Colleee
(Izmir) 1924; M.D. University of Istanbul 1930; C.P.H.
Johns Hopkins University 1937. Biostatistics.
Births in the Eastern Health District in 1935: the
characteristics of the families in -which a birth oc-
cured.
John Joseph Phair, of Ohio, S.B. University of Cincin-
nati 1926; M.B. 1928; M.D. 1929; S.M. 1931; C.P.H.
Johns Hopkins University 1933. Epidemiology.
The selection of tuberculosis in the Eastern Health
District.
Robert Edwin Rock, of Minnesota, A.B. Macalester College
1923; S.B. University of Minnesota 1925; M.B. 1926;
M.D. 1927; C.P.H. Johns Hopkins University 1937.
Public Health Administration.
A study of eases of syphilis in the Eastern Health
District under the care of private physicians.
Tsung-sing Sze, of China, M.B., B.S. University of Hong-
kong 1931; D.T.M.&H. London School of Hygiene &
Tropical Medicine 1936. Public Health Administration.
A study of the seasonal variation of county health
services in Maryland, 1936.
(11)
DOCTORS OF MEDICINE
Bruno Barelare, Jr., of Pennsylvania, A.B. Johns Hopkins Malcolm Standish Eveleth, of Michigan, A.B. University
University 1934. of Michigan 1934.
John Burrell Bass, of Alabama, S.B. Alabama Polytech- Allen Montague Ferry, of Maryland, A.B. Harvard
nic Institute 1934. College 1934.
George Alfred Berkheimer, of Pennsylvania, A.B. Prince- Alfred Leonard Florman, of New Jersey A.B. Princeton
ton University 1934. University 1934.
Barbara Jean Betz, of Maryland, A.B. Mount Holyoke James Alonzo Gannon, Jr., of the District of Columbia,
College 1931 ; M.S. in Hygiene, Johns Hopkins University A.B. Georgetown University 1934.
George Gaylord Gilbert, of New Jersey, S.B. Kenyon
Frederic Tremaine Billings, Jr., of Pennsylvania, A.B. College 1934.
Princeton University 1933; B.Sc. Oxford University 1936. JoE CApp GlLBERTj of Pennsylvania, S.B. Lebanon Valley
John Chalmers Bryson, of Pennsylvania, A.B. Johns College 1934.
Hopkins University 1934.
Ferdinand Edme Chatard, IV, of Maryland, S.B. The
Catholic University of America 1934.
Burt H. Christensen, of Minnesota, A.B. Carleton College
1934.
Charles Henry Classen, of Maryland, A.B. Princeton
University 1934.
Frank Cone, of Maryland, S.B. Johns Hopkins University
1931.
Frank Hamilton Constantine, of Alabama, A.B. Prince-
ton University 1934.
"William Bowdoin Davis, of Maryland, A.B. Princeton
University 1934.
Samuel Weith Dooley, of Illinois, S.B. Illinois Wesleyan
University 1934.
Hammond James Dugan, of Maryland, S.B. The Catholic
University of America 1934.
David King Gotwald, of Ohio, A.B. Wittenberg College
1934.
Robert Holt Green, of South Carolina, A.B. University of
the South 1933.
John Summer Haines, of New Jersey, A.B. Washington
and Lee University 1934.
C. Rollins Hanlon, of Maryland, A.B. Loyola College
1934.
Sue Colquitt Hardman, of Georgia, A.B. Randolph-Macon
Woman's College 1934.
Harry Haller Harkness, of Kansas, A.B. University of
Kansas 1934.
Leonard Harris, of Virgina, A.B. Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity 1934.
William Henry Harris, Jr., of Virginia, A.B. University
of Virginia 1934.
Isabella Harrison, of Virginia, A.B. Vassar College 1934.
Gordon Anderson Eadie, of New Jersey, A.B. Princeton Lester Lee Hasenbush, of Missouri, S.B. University of
University 1934. Chicago 1934.
John Fulton Eckert, of California, A.B. University of Donald Bruce Hebb, of Maryland, A.B. St. John's College
California at Los Angeles 1931. 1933.
Frank Libman Engel, of New York, A.B. Dartmouth Theodore Tilghman Herring, of North Carolina, A.B.
College 1934. niversity of North Carolina 1934.
George Libman Engel, of New York, A.B. Dartmouth Edward Clyde Heyde, of Ohio, A.B. The College of
College 1934. Y\*ooster 1933.
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David Hutzler Hollander, of Maryland, A.B. Johns Hop- Harriet Jean Mitchell, of Minnesota, A.B. Bryn Mawr
kins University 1932. College 1934.
Sibley Worth Hoobler, of Michigan, A.B. Princeton Uni- Frederick Levering Neely, of Georgia, A.B. Emory Uni-
versity 1933. versity 1934.
Russell Houghton Hooker, of Maryland, A.B. Princeton Lois Martin Nettleship, of Arkansas, A.B. Wellesley
University 1934. College 1933.
Orville Horwitz, of Pennsylvania, S.B. Harvard College Roy Pollack, of New York, A.B. Johns Hopkins Univer-
1932. sity 1934.
William Henry Horwitz, of Massachusetts, A.B. Harvard Howard Kemp Rathbun, of Maryland, A.B. Western
College 1934. Maryland College 1934.
Herman Albert Hoster, of Ohio, A.B. Yale College 1934. Edward Henderson Richardson, Jr., of Maryland, A.B
William Franklin Hughes, Jr., of Indiana, A.B. Am
herst College 1934.
Albert Reinhold Hunt, of Pennsylvania, A.B. Johns
Hopkins University 1934.
Howard James Ickes, of Ohio, S.B. Mount Union College
1934.
James Hall Mason Knox, III, of Maryland, A.B. Yale
College 1934.
Chandrakant Ganapatrao Kulkarni, of Michigan, S.B.
Mount Morris College 1923 ; M.Sc. Michigan State College
1926; Ph.D. University of Michigan 1928.
Julian Elliot Levi, of Maryland, A.B. Johns Hopkins
University 1934.
Roger Abbott Lewis, of New York, A.B. Johns Hopkins
University 1934.
Maurice Franklin Lieber, of Ohio, A.B. Washington and
Jefferson College 1934.
William Polk Longmire, Jr., of Oklahoma, A.B. Univer-
sity of Oklahoma 1934.
Thomas Hill Low, Jr., of Pennsylvania, A.B. Johns Hop-
kins University 1934.
John Remsberg Mast, of Texas, A.B. Texas Technological
College 1933.
Robert Monroe McMillan, of North Carolina, A.B. Uni-
versity of North Carolina 1934.
John Frederick Menke, of California, A.B. University of
California 1932.
Lewis Meyers, of South Carolina, A.B. Johns Hopkins
University 1933.
Princeton University 1934.
Rufus Martin Roll, of Kentucky, A.B. Johns Hopkins
University 1934.
Walter Gohring Ryon, of Maryland, A.B. Union College
1930.
Frederick LaMotte Santee, of Pennsylvania, A.B. Har-
vard College 1924; A.B. Wadham College, Oxford Uni-
versity 1926 ; A.M. 1929.
Bertram Henry Schaffner, of Pennsylvania, A.B. Swarth-
more College 1932.
Roger Burdette Scott, of West Virginia, A.B. West Vir-
ginia University 1934; S.B. 1936.
Robert Loane Sewell, of Texas, A.B. University of Texas
1934.
Wilson Grubb Shugerman, of Maryland, A.B. Johns Hop-
kins University 1932.
Martin Louis Singewald, of Maryland, B.E. Johns Hop-
kins University 1930.
William Edgar Smith, of Maryland, A.B. Princeton
University 1934.
Raymond Oscar Stein, of North Carolina, A.B. University
of North Carolina 1934.
Averill Stowell, of New York, A.B. Princeton Universitv
1934.
Joseph Edward Tether, Jr., of Pennsylvania, A.B. Lehigh
University 1934.




WITH TITLES OF DISSERTATIONS
Irvin John Baker, of Maryland, A.B. Johns Hopkins Margaret Keating Deringer, of Pennsylvania, A.B. Hood
University 1935. Chemistry
Studies in fractional distillation.
Harriet Allen Clark, of Maryland, A.B. Smith College
1935. German.
The language of the domestic drama. A study in the
vocabulary of the enlightenment and of the Storm
and Stress.
College 1936. Zoology.
Regenerative processes in skin wounds and transplants
in the newt, Triturus viridescens.
Bertin Leo Emling, of Pennsylvania, A.B. St. Vincent
College 1931. Chemistry.
Preparation and reactions of highly branched aliphatic
compounds, including molecular rearrangements.
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Ada Goldberg, of Maryland, B.S. Johns Hopkins University
1930. Romance Languages.
The Practica Chirurgica of Roger of Salerno.
Dorothy Mat Huebner, of New Jersey, A.B. Skidmore
College 1935. Psychology.
A comparative study of verbal associations of normal
adults and schizophrenic patients in repetitions of
the Kent-Rosanoff association test.
Carmela Delores Nalbone, of New Jersey, A.B. New
Jersey College for Women 1936. Latin.
On the history of the Roman theatre.
Wilford Edward Railing, of Maryland. Chemistry.
The specific heats of some ethylene halides.
Bruce LeRoy Ritz, of Pennsylvania, A.B. Gettysburg
College 1935. Chemistry.
The reaction of penylmagnesium bromide with beta-
benzopinaeolone.
Jay Alfred Smith, of Florida, A.B. DePauw University
1936. Zoology.
The effect of temperature on biological processes.
Joseph Edward Snyder, of Maryland, A.B. Johns Hopkins
University 1913. Oriental Seminary.
The Book of Malaehi.
Hobart Ebey Stocking, of Texas. Geology.




WITH TITLES OF DISSERTATIONS
"William Jones Bowen, of New York, A.B. University of
Buffalo 1934; A.M. 1935. Zoology.
The effects of iron, manganese, copper, and vanadium
on the synthesis of protoplasm by Chilomonas Para-
mecium.
Henry Latham Breunig, of Indiana, A.B. Wabash College
1934. Chemistry.
A thermodynamic study of monomolecular films.
John Hanna Brewer, of Texas, A.B. Simmons University
1930; A.M. 1932. Pathology.
The antibacterial effects of the organic mercurial
compounds with special reference to their use as
germicides for the sterilization of surgical and dental
instruments.
Saul R. Buc, of New Jersey, B.S. Rutgers University 1934.
Chemistry.
A study of some 5, 5' dicarboxyl dipyrryl methanes.
Charles Henry Buck, Jr., of Maryland, A.B. Johns Hop-
kins University 1935. Latin.
A chronolgy of the plays of Plautus.
Joseph Ashbt Burton, of Virginia, B.S. Washington and
Lee University 1934. Chemistry.
The deuteron-deuteron reaction as a source of neutrons.
Charles William Carter, of Maryland. Geology.
The upper cretaceous deposits of the Chesapeake and
Delaware Canal of Maryland and Delaware.
Ralph Stokes Collins, of North Carolina, A.B. University
of North Carolina 1930; A.M. 1931. German.
The artist in modern German drama
Thomas Harrison Davies, of Maryland, A.B. Johns Hop-
kins University 1935. Physiological Chemistry.
Equilibria in iron porphyrin systems.
Norman Johnston DeWitt, of Canada, A.B. University
of Toronto 1930; A.M. 1933. Latin.
The Romanization of Gaul.
Norman Joseph Dreyfus, S.J. of Maryland, A.B. St. Louis
University 1920; A.M. 1921. English.
Eighteenth century criticism of Spenser.
Rudolph Conrad Ellingson, of Minnesota, A.B. St. Olaf
College 1933. Chemistry.
The elucidation of certain anomalies in the dipyrryl
methane series.
Carl Nicholas Everstine, of Marvland, A.B. University
of Maryland 1930. Political Science.
Selected aspects of the minor-party movements.
William George Fletcher, of Canada, A.B. McMaster
Umversity 1934; A.M. University of Toronto 1935. Latin.
Urbanization in the Roman provinces.
Philip Goepp, II, of Pennsylvania. English.
The old English Appollonius of Tyre.
Eric Frederick Goldman, of Maryland. History.
The earlier political career of Charles J. Bonaparte.
Charles Albert Hales, of Virginia, A.B. Randolph-
Macon College 1925. Political Economy.
The Baltimore Clearing House.
Ellwood Ross Harrison, of Maryland, A.B. Johns Hop-
kins University 1935. Psychology.
Personal tempo and the interrelationships of voluntary
and maximal rates of movement.
Sally Cary Fairfax Harrison, of Virginia. Chemistry.
Some problems in the statistical mechanics of con-
densing systems.
Philip Hartman, of Maryland, A.B. Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity 1934. Mathematics.
Mean motions and almost periodic functions.
Llewellyn Heard, of Georgia, S.B. Emory University
1928; M.S. in Chem. University of Georgia 1932. Chem-
istry.
Sorption of oxygen by several metal chromites.
Walter Braddock Hickman, of Maryland, A.B. Univer-
sity of Richmond 1933. Political Economy.
The development of the control of savings bank invest-
ments in Massachusetts.
Florence Jennings, of Florida, A.B. Florida State College
for Women 1935. Psychology.
The conformity of children to aesthetic principles in
graphic art.
Richard Fuller Kimball, of Maryland, A.B. Johns Hop-
kins University 1935. Zoology.
The inheritance of sex reaction type at endomixis and
during vegetative reproduction in Paramecium aurelia.
George Walter Knipp, of Maryland, A.B. Johns Hopkins
University 1930. English.
The stage history of John Dryden's plays.
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Alexander I. Kossiakoff, of California, S.B. California
Institute of Technology 1935. Chemistry.
Acid catalysis and the ionization of acids.
Varley Howe Lang, of Maryland. English.
Some aspects of George Crabbe's realism.
Vivian Little, of Georgia, A.B. Agnes Scott College 1924;
MA. Johns Hopkins University 1932. Romance Languages.
Dramatic criticism in the Journal des Sgavans, 1665-
1750.
Meno Lovenstein, of Virginia, A.B. Richmond College
1930 ; A.M. Columbia University 1931. Political Economy.
American opinion of Soviet Russia.
Russell H. Lyddane, of Maryland. Physics.
Lattice vibrations in polar crystals.
Henry Rees Mitchell, of Pennyslvania, S.B. Trinity
College 1931. Physics.
The electrical behavior of thin metallic films condensed
at low temperatures.
Albert Morrison, of Maryland, A.B. Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity 1931. Chemistry.
The thermal decomposition of methane.
Bruce Archer Morrissette, of Virginia, A.B. University
of Richmond 1931; Dr. d'Universite de Clermont 1933.
Romance Languages.
The life and works of Marie-Catherine Desjardins
(Mme de Villedieu) 1632-1683.
Sister Mary Thomas Murphy, S.S.J., of Pennsylvania,
A.B. Mt. St. Joseph College 1932. Chemistry.
Thermal reactions of organic compounds.
Leonard Obert, of Maryland, A.B. University of California
1933; A.M. 1934. Physics.
A study of K fluorescent x-ray lines of chemical com-
pounds.
Thomas Pyles, of Maryland, A.B. University of Maryland
1926; A.M. 1927. English.
A history of the pronunciation of learned Latin loan-
words and foreign words in English.
Luis Quintanilla, of Mexico, L.es L. University of Paris
1932; Dipl.E.S. 1934. Philosophy.
Bergsonisme et Politique.
Edwin Mounger Richardson, of Maryland, B.S. in Chem-
istry Johns Hopkins University 1933. Chemistry.
a), «/ di-p-hydroxyphenylalkanes. The capture of free
radicals by triphenylmethyl.
Hayes Ayres Richardson, of Virginia, A.B. Randolph
Macon College 1922; M.A. University of Kansas 1929.
Political Economy.
License taxation in Maryland.
Laura Robinson, of Georgia, A.B. Agnes Scott College
1931; A.M. University of Georgia 1932. Latin.
Freedom of speech in the Roman republic.
Gretchen Louisa Rogers, of the District of Columbia, A.B.
George Washington University 1930 ; A.M. 1931. German.
Zur Textgeschichte der Gedichte Goethes.
Lester Walter Roubey, of Maryland. Romance Lang-
uages.
The Ariane (1632) of Desmaretz de Saint-Sorlin. A
contribution to the study of the historical novel in
France.
P. Milton Ruoff, of Minnesota, B. of Chem. University of
Minnesota 1934. Chemistry.
The thermal decomposition of organic compounds.
George William Sanderlin, of Maryland, A.B. American
University 1935. English.
The sonnet in English literature 1800-1850.
Farrand Sayre, of Maryland, M.A. Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity 1936. Philosophy.
Diogenes of Sinope.
Theresa Sackler Scheinhorn, of New York, A.B. Brook-
lyn College 1934. German.
The two versions of Friedrich Kind's Scliloss Aklam
and their relationship to the German fate tragedy.
Leroy A. Shattuck, Jr., of Massachusetts, A.B. Dartmouth
College 1935. Political Economy.
The debt-ratio formula in municipal finance.
Alfred Lee Sklar, of Maryland, B.S. in Chem. Johns Hop-
kins University 1934. Chemistry.
Theory of color of organic compounds.
Audley Lawrence Smith, of the District of Columbia, BA.
George Washington University 1923; M.A. 1924. English.
Richard Hurd : bishop, essayist and critic.
Charles Francis Squire, of Maryland. Chemistry.
The visible and ultra-violet absorption spectrum of
metals at low temperatures.
Harold Frederic Sylvester, of Michigan. Political Science.
City management : the Flint experiment 1930-37.
Carl Swensson Vestling, of Minnesota, A.B. Carleton
College 1934. Physiological Chemistry.
Nitrogenous base complexes of iron-kopro- and iron-
etioporphyrins.
Rex Nathaniel Webster, of Indiana, A.B. Butler Univer-
sity 1933. Botany.
The life history of Tuomeya fluviatilis Harvey.
Harold B. Weisblatt, of Maryland. Chemistry.
A direct experimental determination of the electron
affinity of bromine.
Theodore Baird Wiehe, of Maryland, B.S. in Chem. Johns
Hopkins University 1935. Gas Engineering.
Thermodynamic and reaction rate considerations rela-
tive to the concentration of hydrogen cyanide in coal
gas.
Stewart Conger Wilcox, of New York, A.B. Wesleyan
University 1932. English.
The development of William Hazlitt with particular
reference to the familiar essay.
Waldemar Theodore Ziegler, of Georgia, B.S. in Chem.
Eng. Georgia School of Technology 1932; S.M. Emory
University 1933. Chemistry.
Heat capacity studies at low temperature.
David Ziskind, of the District of Columbia, A.M. University
of Southern California 1933. Political Economy.
Strikes in government employment in the United States.
(58)



